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The power of integration – Nissin MG80 Pro 
NAS 2.4Ghz Wireless built-in commander with slave strobe for shooting 

 
Out of battery and replacement of battery always come out when the shooting is ongoing. 

Photographers keen on using Li-ion battery because it provides a better battery life and stable fast 
recycling time. Unfortunately, Li-ion battery is hard to find a replacement once it died. To overcome 
these challenges, Nissin Japan Limited (Chairman Mr. Goto Chikara) proudly announces the launch 
of MG80 Pro with a wide variety battery system which is an advanced NAS 2.4Ghz Wireless built-in 
commander strobe for both on-camera and studio shooting. It will be available in the market on late 
May 2019. 

 
Being a powerful (60GN, 83 w/s) advanced strobe, Nissin MG80 Pro provides an on-camera 

Master function and fully compatible with Canon, Nikon, Sony, Fujifilm, Panasonic and Olympus 
systems. It also fully supports Nissin current NAS models wirelessly. The package comes with a flash 
stand, filter holder and wide-angle diffuser.  
 
Wide Variety Battery System – Patented and effective design 
The Wide Variety Battery System supports all type of AA size battery including Li-ion (14500 type), 
rechargeable NiMH and alkaline batteries. Using 14500 type battery (Li-ion) can get faster recycling time at 
1.5 seconds consistently while approximate 4 seconds in rechargeable NiMH battery. 
 
Durable Quartz Tube and high heat-resistant material adopted 

Durable Quartz Tube and high heat-resistant material are adopted in reducing heat effects. Combine 
with these design elements, MG80 Pro achieves to emit full power over 1000 times without heat 
effects simultaneously. 
 
Built-in Air 10s commander and master slave 
MG80 Pro is built-in NAS commander which means the maximum wireless control distance will be 100 meters 
same as Air 10s. It supports TTL mode, M mode, HSS (FP sync) up to 1/8000 sec., rear curtain and other 
functionalities wirelessly. Moreover, MG80 Pro is also act as a master flash when shooting with another slave 
strobes. 
 
High power LED modeling(8W) with silent cooling system 
8W LED modelling light is a perfect match for studio application. Silent Cooling System provides a safe 
and sound environment during the shooting process. 
 
 
NAS stands for Nissin Air System, a wireless system developed by Nissin for 2.4GHz radio transmission that allows for stable 
operation of slave strobes in outdoor or environments that may have other disturbances. Devices are paired beforehand to 
ensure stable communication with each other and to avoid signals from getting mixed up, 8 channels have been set up, 
providing a secure communication environment. 



【Product Information】 

 
Product name: Nissin MG80 Pro  
SRP: 499 USD 
Release Date: 1st May 2019 

 
【Specifications】 

 

Type For Canon, Nikon, Sony, Fujifilm, Panasonic and Olympus 
Guide no. (at ISO 100) GN60@200mm / GN32@35mm / GN28 without zoom cover / 83Ws / 

Quartz flash tubes 
Zoom coverage 24mm~200mm motorize outer zoom, 18mm with diffuser 
Power source 4x 14500 Li-ion Batteries or 4xAA rechargeable Batteries 
Recycling time 1.5sec with 4x Li-ion Batteries/ 4sec with 4xAA rechargeable batteries 
Number of flashes (Approx.) 280 times with 4x Li-ion 650mAh batteries / 320 times with 4x AA 

2450mAh rechargeable batteries 
Color temperature 5600K 
Flash duration 1/20000 ~ 1/400 sec 
Bounce position -7 ~ 90 degree Vertical, +/- 180degree Horizontal 
Operation Mode On Camera mode /Wireless Master mode /Wireless Receiving mode 
LED Modeling 8W LED, 25steps, approx. 2 hours continuous operation with 850mAh 

batteries, Overheat protected 
Flash Tube life 100,000 
Wireless system 2.4Ghz Nissin NAS system 
Build in NAS commander Act as commander or Receiver 
Channel 8 channels 
Flash Groups A, B, C, D & Ȧ, Ḃ, Ċ, Ḋ (total 8 Groups) 
Function mode TTL, Manual and Manual zoom 
Other Function Open mode for non- blinding operation (new Nissin NAS flash only), 

Modeling light, Keys lock. 
Continuous shooting speed 10 shots/sec 
Transmission distance Max. 100m（Depending on the environment） 

Manual zoom Manual adjustment （24/ 35/ 50/ 70/ 85/ 105/ 135/ 200 mm） 

EV compensation on flash [TTL] -2.0 ~ + 2.0, 1/3EV step [manual] 1 ~ 1/256 (1/3steps) Each group 
can be adjusted 

Synchronization modes Canon - 1st- Curtain synchronization, 2ndCurtain synchronization, High-
speed synchronization, FE Lock (set on camera) Nikon - 1st- Curtain 
synchronization, Rear Curtain synchronization, High-speed 
synchronization, Red-eye reduction, Slow synchronization, FV Lock (set 
on camera) Sony- 1st- Curtain synchronization, High-speed 
synchronization, FEL Lock (set on camera) 

AF-assist beam effective range 0.7 ~ 5m 
Operation panel LCD color panel and select dial 
High-speed synchronization 1/8,000 sec 
Accessories Filter holder, wide-angle diffuser & Nissin flash stand 
Dimensions (D x W x H) 125 x 75 x 140mm 
Weight 520g without battery 



【Product Preview】 

 

Front view 

 

Back View 


